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after the First World War and to the understanding of complicated factions
within the Communist movement both in Europe and the United States.
But the Communist Odyssey is, first and foremost, an enjoyable read. Sak-
myster is a masterful storyteller who brings places, events and protagonists
back to life in his works. His well-written and engaging study should find
a place in reading lists and syllabi of undergraduate and graduate courses
in central European history.

Béla Bodó, Missouri State University.

Róbert Hermann, editor. Illustrated Military History of Hungary. Buda-
pest: Zrínyi Kiadó, 2012. 272 pages. ISBN 978-963-327-558-0.

Magyars on horseback! Raiding and pillaging feudal Europe! These are the
images embedded in common mythology, but what are some other facets
of Hungary’s martial prowess through the years?

The authors of this eminently readable history give a detailed
account of Hungary’s military past and present, and base their results on
solid research. Their stated goal in the introduction is to present the main
military events and how they took place, and furthermore to show aspects
of Hungarian military affairs which harmonize with or depart from Euro-
pean military developments. The book achieves its purpose, giving the
reader a pleasant ride along the way.

Livening up the scholarly prose are the numerous maps and full-
color pictures, which are useful and engaging. They tell a story in and of
themselves when looked at independent of the text, showing a progression
of historical events from archeological artifacts and flat medieval
paintings, to manuscripts and ruins of castles, from Romantic paintings
and hand-drawn maps of battle lines to grainy black and white photo-
graphs, and finally to contemporary color photographs of recent deploy-
ments. The illustrations and pictures give the reader an agreeable experi-
ence, breaking up the detailed scholarly accounts. The graphic design is
superb, worthy of coffee-table status.

The chapters divide over a thousand years of military history into
easily digestible chunks, from the first contacts with Europe by the Magyar
marauders (by László Veszprémy), to Hungary’s role as the defender of
Christianity from Mongol and Ottoman hordes (József Kelenik). The
ascent of the hussars (István Czigány), Hungarian participation in the
Napoleonic wars, the Revolution of 1848-1849 from a military perspective
(Róbert Hermann), service in the Austro-Hungarian Empire and in the Red
Army (Tibor Balla and Ferenc Pollmann), the post-World War One
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limitations and the Horthy era (Norbert Számvéber), Soviet conquest and
membership in the Warsaw pact (György Markó), Hungary’s post-1989
international and NATO roles, all the way to contemporary peacekeeping
missions under the auspices of the United Nations (János Isaszegi and
István Ravasz), each of the chapters focuses on particular eras.

The book is objective and fair. Just as military advice to civilian
superiors in established democracies tends to be unvarnished and ob-
jective, so too is this volume. Although written by Hungarian military
experts about Hungarians, the research takes a broader view and is not
afraid to put things into context and to criticize where relevant. For exam-
ple, it tempers its overall proud stance when describing the Hungarian
Conquest of 894-896. Whereas a lesser (and more nationalistic) work
would proudly state the victory of the Hungarian tribes, this work con-
cedes that the “achievement was to some extent due to a historical co-
incidence that the whole of the Carpathian basin at that time fell outside
the sphere of influence of the great powers” (15). Later in the book, Her-
mann confesses that exact figures are not available for the human losses of
the War of Independence in 1848-1849, because of “estimates obscured by
the effects of a cholera epidemic… decimating both the civil population
and the army” (145). In a final example, unlike the Soviet-era propaganda
of the historians of the time, Markó states that “85% of the officers
[trained in 1949-1951] had low-level general education having finished
only the eight-year elementary school” (216). Such harsh objectivity is
refreshing to read and strengthens the believability of the rest of the book’s
assertions.

Although the book addresses primarily military events and people,
it does also delve into political developments, but only where necessary.
Its descriptions of the military events are very detailed; yet the lay reader
interested in the twentieth century and recent events can also find note-
worthy nuggets amidst the scholarly details. For example, details about the
concealed expansion of the Hungarian Army after 1920, or thousands of
“politically unreliable” persons of military age conscripted into forced
labour units in the early 1950’s, or a very interesting description of the
interplay between the Army and insurgents during the 1956 Revolution,
both in terms of overlap and of tactical operations, are all facts not in the
public common knowledge. In addition, the book contains details of
peacekeeping operations including monitoring the Paris ceasefire in Viet-
nam after 1973, then later in Bosnia, Albania, Kosovo, Georgia, and
Uganda, as well as an overview of smaller operations in Afghanistan and
Iraq. As in the rest of the book, the facts are accurate and up to date.
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The publisher, Zrínyi Kiadó, is the official publisher of the
Defense Ministry of Hungary (in the interest of transparency, the reviewer
has his own manuscript pending with Zrínyi Kiadó, with publication
expected in the spring of 2014). The work seems to be a direct translation
of a companion volume also published in 2012 under the title Kis magyar
hadtörténet, with the the same chapters, photographs and illustrations, but
with some slight variations, such as the English version containing a useful
glossary of terms unfamiliar to the non-Hungarian reader.

Despite the high quality of its scholarship and the pleasant
appearance of its colorful maps, illustrations, and photographs, the critical
reader may find the occasional English language errors to be a slight an-
noyance. Infrequent as they are, probably due to translation mistakes, they
are noticeable and detract slightly from the overall high quality of the rest
of the work.

Taken as a whole, however, the book is an impressive volume of
high quality work, fair and objective, with pleasant illustrations and photo-
graphs and useful maps, and is accessible both to the military historian as
well as to the lay reader. The Illustrated Military History of Hungary is a
worthwhile addition to any serious collection.

Endre Szentkiralyi, Nordonia Hills City Schools.

Ildikó Barna and Andrea Pető. A politikai igazságszolgáltatás a II. Világ-
háború utáni Budapesten. [Dispensing political justice in Budapest after
World War II.] Budapest: Gondolat. 2012. 140 pages.

The history of Hungarian People’s Court set up immediately following
World War II has not become a major focus of Hungarian historians yet.
This lack of interest is particularly important if we take into consideration
the fact that this was the period when Hungary would have had to face the
legacy of its active participation in World War II. This confronting of the
past is still missing and this is why different narratives keep emerging on
this issue in Hungary even today.

A pioneering research was conducted by Ildikó Barna, senior
lecturer at Eötvös Loránd University, Faculty of Social Sciences, and
Andrea Pető, associate professor at Central European University, Depart-
ment of Gender Studies, in which they aimed to shed light on the working
mechanisms of the so-called ‘People’s Court’ (népbíróság) through the
examination and statistical coding of archived resources about lawsuits.


